One of the best comedy series ever to emerge from England, Black Adder traces the deeply cynical and self-serving lineage of various Edmund Blackadders from the muck of the Middle Ages to the frontline of World War I. Mr. Bean: V. 8: Best Bits of Bean (1998). Includes These Classic Mr. Bean Episodes: Mr. Bean At The Dentist, Mr. Bean Helps A Street Performer, Mr. Bean's Christmas With The Turkey On His Head, Mr. Bean In Terror On The High Diving Board, Mr. Bean Gets Out Of A Parking Garage, Mr. Bean Packs For His Holiday, Mr. Bean Drives His Mini From An Armchair On The Roof, Mr. Bean. The Funny Pages: 1,473 Jokes from Today's Funniest Comedians. Search Now: Find Jokes at Jokes.Net Jokes Directory. A genuinely funny book is one of life's simplest pleasures, but finding the real stand-outs is never as easy. Back in 2009, we asked some leading lights of comedy and literature to nominate the books that make them laugh out loud. And there are others for whom funniness just seems to spread across the page like a wash of watercolour, almost like they haven't tried. With his perfect balance of lightness and control, the British novelist and poet Joe Dunthorne is certainly among the latter, as his 2018 novel about a couple trying to get on the property ladder during the 2011 London riots reminds us. After three pages I was laughing aloud. When was the last time a book made me do that? Actually, 1989, The Lost Continent, Bryson's first book. There are Joke Books, and there are Joke Books. All in all this one is pretty good. It is, however, somewhat different in a few ways. It has 1,473 jokes by 330 different comedians. One thing good about the book is that the author has included a brief note about each comedian at the end of the book. This is good, since many of the names were obscure or unknown to me. The jokes are arranged by subject, which is good and common in most joke books. It does not, however, give an index by comedian. This is not so good; and would be a good idea to note beside the comedians name in the appendix, the pages on which Judy Brown is the author of Joke Soup and Joke Stew. The Funny Pages: 1,473 Jokes from Today's Funniest Comedians by Judy Brown - Find this book online from $0.99. Joke Soup 1,217 of the Funniest Jokes from the Best Comedians by. Save. Browse Comedy Videos. The Funny Pages: 1,473 Jokes from Today's Funniest. Wages and salaries (Law at work) online Teach Yourself Business Mandarin Chinese (Three Audio CDs, Booklet, and Guide) (Teach Yourself Language) book.